Yale Locks & Hardware introduces its 5800 Series Cast Iron Door Closer. The economically priced 5800 Series combines ease of installation and use with rugged performance and clean design. The cast iron “large bore” construction of the 5800 Series makes it an excellent solution for high-frequency applications. This closer is adjustable from size 1 through size 6; consequently, it is ideal for a wide range of commercial applications. Yale’s 5800 Series provides dependable functionality, with features that include adjustments for back check, closing speed, latch speed, rack and pinion operation; and a variety of arm options. To learn more about this product and others from Yale Locks & Hardware visit www.yalelocks.com.

Spectronics Corporation announces the MDE-2000 Marksman™II, an ultrasonic diagnostic tool that converts and amplifies inaudible ultrasonic sound into audible “natural” sound. This tool allows the technician to “hear” even the smallest compressed air, natural gas, propane tank, vacuum, steam, and other pressurized leaks before they lead to major breakdowns. The Marksman II uses a two-tiered approach to ensure accurate diagnosis. The receiver converts inaudible ultrasonic sound into audible sound using heterodyne circuitry. Then, its unique Sound Signature Technology fine tunes the audible sound into the natural sound emitted by the leak itself. A 5-LED signal intensity indicator and audible alarm pinpoint the exact source of the problem. An Internal Noise Control (INC) feature safeguards against ambient noise.

For additional information about Spectronics Corporation visit www.spectroline.com.

Good Day Tools has started production of its Draft Simulator, a new device invented to be used on furnaces, boilers, water heaters, draft hoods, air balancing, filter systems, clean rooms, zoning—any application that uses a pressure switch. The Draft Simulator can calibrate and test adjustable and factory-set pressure switches, procedures that until now involved manual testing. The instrument produces a sustainable vacuum pressure, allowing HVAC technicians to simulate the pressures draft inducers produce on furnaces while determining when pressure switches open and close, all without a furnace running, or the pressure switch even attached to the furnace. To learn more about Good Day Tools visit www.gooddaytools.com.

goCharge provides mobile device charging stations with built-in charging cords to accommodate nearly all models of cell phones, smart phones, tablets, and music players. From libraries to student unions and lounges, goCharge’s free charging stations serve students at campuses across the nation as they traverse between classes, libraries, sporting events, and dining halls. For more information regarding goCharge visit the website at www.gochargenow.com.

CAS DataLoggers joins with T&D to announce its newest product release, the RTR-756 Wireless CO2 + Temperature + Humidity Data Logger. This self-contained wireless monitor is a flexible real-time monitoring solution for managing your CO2 levels, temperature, and humidity in schools and office buildings, testing energy-saving measures such as ventilation and air conditioning controls, use in plant research studies, and more. Cost-effective given all the parameters it measures, and compatible with T&D’s popular 500 series data loggers, the new logger also includes free software. Now you can get all the benefits of T&D products in one logger featuring flexible recording, wireless communication, and battery.
StayDry Systems manufactures the StayDry Shower Curtain. APPA member and inventor, Tom Bryce, began manufacturing the StayDry Shower Curtain as a home business. It has since grown to a full-time business with sales to universities, hospitals, and senior care facilities all over the world. The unique shower curtains create a reusable watertight seal against any shower wall, including combination tub/shower units. The end results are clean, dry, and safe bathroom floors because the shower water now stays inside the shower. Some showers require longer extension shower rings and some of the newer non-lip shower stalls are using the collapsible water dam, both available from StayDry Systems. Overall great for students, conference guests, and staff. For more information about StayDry Systems visit www.staydrysystems.com.

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, e-mail Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.
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